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‘AUSTRALIA STANDS ALONE,’ wrote Alfred
   Russel Wallace in 1869. ‘It possesses no apes
    or monkeys, no cats or tigers, wolves, bears or

hyenas; no deer or antelopes; none, in short, of those familiar
types of quadruped which are met with in every other part of
the world. Instead of these it has the marsupials only, kanga-
roos and opossums, wombats and the duck-billed Platypus.’
Wallace, the co-founder with Charles Darwin of the theory of
evolution by natural selection, was a widely respected natu-
ralist, but, as was common at the time, he described the
Australian fauna in terms of what it lacked. John Gould, the
famous bird man, had lamented in 1865 an ‘absence of such
birds as Hornbills’. Australia was ‘destitute of Woodpeckers
... Barbets and Trogons’; there were: ‘No true Wagtail ... no
Saxicola ... no mavis ... no Philomel.’ The flora and fauna of
Australia, seen through European eyes, was often seen at
best as a disappointment, at worst as a failure.

Such Eurocentric views of Australian natural history are
fading. Wallace was decidedly wrong. Wallace, great traveller
though he was, never visited Australia, but he should have
known that about half of our native mammal species are not
marsupial. None of our rodents and bats have pouches, nor
our seals and dugongs. As for those fierce carnivores of
which Wallace noted a lack, there are dozens. Bloodthirsty
predators abound in the bush, often preying on animals twice
their size and thinking nothing of eating half their own body
weight in raw meat at a sitting, though most of them are about
the size of a large mouse. And they are hard to find. Most
Australian mammals (both carnivores and herbivores) are
nocturnal, extremely wary of humans and often cryptically
coloured.

Unlike birds, many of which tend to flutter about in bright
plumage uttering loud squawks, mammals are retiring beasts.
The splash of a platypus diving, the rustle of something small
in the undergrowth, a glimpse of a dark shape leaping through
the bush or disappearing down a burrow, are all we see. The
mountain pygmy possum of Victorian and New South Wales
alpine areas may well have never been seen by human eyes —
Aboriginal or white — before one was accidentally trapped in
a ski-lodge in 1966. It is not only nocturnal but spends almost
its entire life beneath the large boulderfields. The problem of
finding many of Australia’s native mammals is matched by the

problem of identifying them once seen.
How do you tell a kangaroo from a wallaby, a seal from a

sea lion? If you know the answer to those questions, then
how do you tell a mountain pygmy possum from an eastern
pygmy possum, or a hairy-footed dunnart from a lesser hairy-
footed dunnart? You need a guide to Australian mammals.
There have been such guides in the past. John Gould’s
Mammals of Australia (1863) has beautiful pictures and
good descriptions, but it is a bit out-of-date and at large folio
size it won’t fit in the glove box. Size is also a problem with
Ronald Strahan’s more up-to-date The Australian Museum
Complete Book of Australian Mammals, and, although his
A Photographic Guide to Mammals of Australia might fit
into your pocket, when it comes to identification, illustrations
do a better job than photographs. A couple of other field
guides are available, but none seem to have got it just right —
until now.

Peter Menkhorst and Frank Knight have given us what
will undoubtedly become the field guide of choice for anyone
interested in Australian mammals. Menkhorst’s text is clear
and concise, the layout logical and easy to use. Knight’s
easily recognisable style of illustration — he also collabo-
rated with the late Graham Pizzey in their popular Field Guide
to the Birds of Australia — gets everything right for field
identification. The smaller inserts of important details
(for instance, the pattern of hairs on the hind feet of the
hairy-footed and lesser hairy-footed dunnarts) help guide the
reader when there may be doubts.

But such esoteric characteristics as foot hair, tooth ar-
rangement or even penis shape (which is used to distinguish
between some species of bats) can only be seen when the
animal is in the hand. The only way to have the animal in the
hand is to catch it. Most Australian mammals are protected
and can only be caught by properly accredited researchers,
so most people reading this review will never have a chance to
hold, let alone accurately identify, many of the animals de-
scribed in this field guide. This is the inescapable reality of the
Australian mammal-watcher’s lot, but at least life is made a
little easier by the restricted distributions of many native
mammals, which are clearly shown in the map accompanying
each description. Even if you are not one hundred per cent
sure of the difference between a parma wallaby and the simi-
larly sized and marked tammar wallaby, you can be sure that if
you see one on the New South Wales coast it is a parma, and
if you see one in Western or South Australia it is a tammar.

Never mind that you will find no apes or monkeys, no
tigers, wolves, bears or hyenas in this book of Australian
mammals. If you do come across one of our 379 mammal
species and would like to identify it (including introduced
feral species), you could do no better than this field guide.
And OUP are to be congratulated on the book’s production:
high-quality paper, stout binding and a plastic-coated cover
will ensure that it really will stand up to use ‘in the field’.
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